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55. NARRIEN, John (1782-1860). An Historical Account of the Origin and Progress of 

Astronomy. London: Baldwin and Cradock, [ca.1834]. ¶ 8vo. xiv, 520, 8 [ads] pp. 

5 folding plates. Original brown blind- and gilt-stamped cloth; joints torn, spine 

separating from binding. Good. SW1574 

$ 100  
The first edition was issued in 1833; this is a reissue of that work, probably printed 

shortly after, and printed for the same publisher. John Narrien was an English 

astronomical writer, a mathematical professor at the Royal Military College, 

Sandhurst, and a Fellow of the Royal Society.  

 
 
 
COVER IMAGE: NOLLET [#81] 



 
 

56. NASMYTH, James (1808-1890); SMILES, Samuel (1812-1904). James 
Nasmyth, Engineer. An autobiography. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1883. ¶ Sm. 
8vo. xvii, [1], 461, [1], 2 pp. Frontis. port., decorative head & tail pieces, figs., 
index, ads; faint waterstain along upper margin. Original blind- and gilt-
stamped dark green cloth; extremities a bit worn. Small ownership rubberstamp 
on title margin of Wm. H. Cooley. Very good. SW1575 

$ 45  
Nasmyth was a Scottish engineer, best remembered as the inventor of the steam 

hammer, and as a manufacturer of machine tools. This volume, scrupulously edited by 

Nasmyth's friend Samuel Smiles, "abundantly illustrates Mr. Nasmyth's own definition 

of engineering, namely, common-sense applied to use of materials." (Preface).  
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Popular Astronomy 
 

57. NEWCOMB, Simon (1835-1909). Popular Astronomy. London: Macmillan, 

1883. ¶ Thick 8vo. xx, 579, [1] pp. Frontis., 5 folding stellar maps, 110 figs. 

Original dark green blind- and gilt-stamped cloth. Ownership inscription of 

"Maude Pagan, September 1st, 1894". Very good. SW1576 

$ 70  
Second edition, revised. "The commanding figure of United states astronomy in the 

19th century, Simon Newcomb systematized and brought unparalleled precision to 

our knowledge of the Solar System." – Hockey, Biographical Encyclopedia of Astronomers, 

vol. II, p. 827.  

 



 
 

58. NEWCOMB, Simon (1835-1909). Side-Lights on Astronomy, and Kindred Fields of 

Popular Science. Essays and Addresses. New York & London: Harper & Brothers, 

1906. ¶ 8vo. vii, [3], 349, [1] pp. Frontis. port., plates, figs., index. Blue gilt-

stamped cloth, top edge gilt; extremities rubbed. Very good. SW1577  $ 20 
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59. NEWCOMB, Simon (1835-1909). The Stars: A Study of the Universe. New York: 

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1901. ¶ Series: The Science Series, vol. 9. 8vo. [4], xi, [1], 

333, [5] pp. Half-title, frontis., figs., index. Olive 

gilt-stamped cloth; lightly rubbed. Very good. First 

edition. SW1578  $ 25 

 
60. NEWTON, Isaac. Newton's Philosophy of Nature, 

Selections From His Writings. Edited and Arranged with 

Notes by H.S. Thayer. New York: Hafner, (1974). ¶ 

8vo. xvi 207 pp. Few figures, notes, bibliography. 

Blue printed wrappers. Near fine. ISBN: 

0028497007  $ 5  



 
 

61. NEWTON, Isaac (1643-1727); PEMBERTON, Henry (1694-1771). 
Elemens de la Philosophie Newtonienne. Amsterdam & Leipzig: Arkste'e & Merkus, 
1755. ¶ 8vo. xvi, 495, [1] pp. Title vignette, 12 engraved folding plates. Title 
printed in red & black. Original gilt-stamped mottled calf, raised bands; 
extremities worn. Early ownership name obscured with ink, on title. Very good. 
SW1579 

$ 850  
First French edition. Pemberton was a disciple of Newton's who devoted much of his 
early life to the popularization of Newtonian philosophy. He is best remembered as 
the editor of the third edition of the Principia. "Pemberton had labored assiduously to 
earn Newton's favor; apparently he intended to make his position near Newton the 
foundation of a career. Already he was at work on a popularization of Newtonianism 
for those without mathematics—A View of Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy which 
finally appeared in 1728 with prefatory assurances that Newton had read and 
approved it. He had also announced an English translation of the Principia and a 
commentary on it. In 1728 he received the Gresham position." –Richard S. Westfall, 
DSB X, p. 501. REFERENCES: Babson, second supplement, 104.  
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62. [NEWTON, Isaac (1643-1727)] 'sGRAVESANDE, Willem Jacob (1688-
1742). Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy, Confirm'd by Experiments: Or, an 
Introduction to Sir Isaac Newton's Philosophy. Written in Latin by the late W. James 
s'Gravesande. Translated into English by J. T. Desaguliers. The Sixth Edition greatly 
improved by the author. London: Printed by W. Innys, T. Longman and T. Shewell, 
C. Hitch, and M. Senex, 1747. ¶ 2 volumes. 4to. [4], lxxv, [1], 475, [1]; [ii], 389, 
[33] pp. Original full calf, raised bands, calf gilt-stamped red & brown spine 
labels; joints cracked. Small rubberstamp on title. Very good. NICE CLEAN 
COPY. SW1580 

$ 2250 



Sixth edition, "greatly improved by the author," of 'sGravedande's extensive 
experimentation and instruction in Newtonian physics. The experiments range from 
basic physics, to hydraulics, optics, electricity and astronomy. The entire work is 
profusely illustrated with folding engraved plates detailing, among many other 
experiments and apparatuses, a steam-powered Hero's Engine (plate 78), a static 
electricity generator (plate 79), the first magic lantern slide projector (plate 109), the 

prismatic effect of a rainbow (plate 
120) and the known solar system 
(plate 122). 'sGravesande "is the 
author of Elements de physique 
demonstres mathematiquement. . . 
ou introduction a la philosophie 
Newtonienne which was translated 
from the Latin and published at 
Leyden in 1746. In the second 
volume, he gives a description of 
an electrical machine constructed 
on the plan of that of Hauksbee. It 
consisted merely of a crystal globe, 
which was mounted upon a copper 
stand, and against which was 
pressed the hand of the operator 
while it was made to revolve 
rapidly by means of a large wheel." 
[Mottelay]. 

 
Willem Jacob 'sGravesande was a 

Dutch philosopher and mathematician. Born in 's-Hertogenbosch, he studied law in 
Leiden, and wrote a thesis on suicide. In 1715 he visited London and King George I. 
He became a member of the Royal Society. In 1717 he became professor in physics 
and astronomy in Leiden, and introduced the works of his friend Newton in the 
Netherlands. He was ardently opposed to fatalists like Hobbes and Spinoza. In 1724 
Peter the Great offered him a job in Saint Petersburg, but 'sGravesande did not 
accept. His best remembered work is Physices elementa mathematica, experimentis confirmata, 
sive introductio ad philosophiam Newtonianam or Mathematical Elements of Natural Philosophy, 
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Confirm'd by Experiments (Leiden 1720), in which he laid the foundations for teaching 
Newtonian physics. 

 
'sGravesande's chief original contribution to physics involved an experiment in which 
brass balls are dropped with varying velocity onto a soft clay surface. This 
demonstrated that a ball with twice the velocity of another would leave an indentation 
four times as deep, that three times the velocity yielded nine times the depth, and so 
on. He shared these results with Emilie du Châtelet, who subsequently corrected 
Newton's formula E = mv to E = mv^2. 

 
'sGravesande was also the owner of the oldest known magic lantern, which was built 
around 1720 by Jan van Musschenbroek, and is currently housed at the Museum 
Booerhave in Leiden. 

 
"From the outset of his teaching both physics and astronomy 'sGravesande modeled 
his lectures on the example of Newton in the Principia and Opticks, although in later 
years they incorporated other influences, especially that of Boerhaave. Moreover, he 
adopted from Keill and Desaguliers the notion of demonstrating to his classes the 
experimental proof of scientific principles, accumulating an ever larger collection of 
apparatus, as may be seen from successive editions of his Physics elementa 
mathematica, experimentis confirmata. Sive, introductio ad philosophiam 
Newtonianam (Leiden, 1720, 1721). The scientific reputation of 'sGravesande is 
enshrined in this book, which he constantly corrected and amplified in later editions. 
An 'official' English translation prepared by Desaguliers (to whom copies of the Latin 
original were sent in haste) was also issued in 1720 and 1721, and it passed through six 
editions. (The booksellers Mears and Woodward printed a rival version under the 
name of John Keill.) French translations appeared only in 1746 and 1747, but a critical 
review by L. B. Castel was published in the Memoires de Trevoux in May and 
October 1721. The book was at once welcomed by British and a number of German 
scholars." – DSB V, p. 510.  
 
  Babson 70; Mottelay p. 181.  

 



 
 

With the Richard S. Westfall Introduction 
 

63. [NEWTON, Isaac] Sir David BREWSTER. Memoirs of the Life, Writings, and 

Discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton. Reprinted from the Edinburgh Edition of 1855. With a 

new Introduction by Richard S. Westfall. New York & London: Johnson Reprint, 

1965. ¶ Series: The Sources of Science, no. 14. 2 vols. 8vo. xlv, xxii, 478; xi, 564 

pp. Illus., index. Red cloth. Ownership ink signature of David C. Lindberg. 

Fine.  

$ 65  
Facsimile Reprint of the original 1855 edition with Westfall's added introduction. See William H. 

Crew's note on the year 1726/7 and Newton's death (included within, laid in). 

 

Richard S. Westfall (1924-1996), is known for his remarkable study of Newton and his life, Never at 

Rest, 1980.  
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64. [Newton, Isaac] CANTOR, Geoffrey N. Optics after Newton; Theories of Light in 

Britain and Ireland, 1704-1840. (Oxford): Manchester University Press, (1983). ¶ 

8vo. ix, 257 pp. Illus., appendixes, bibliography, index. Gilt-stamped brown 

cloth; dust jacket. Near fine. RARE. ISBN: 0719009383  

 $ 45 

Geoffrey N. Cantor (born 1943) is Emeritus Professor of the History and Philosophy 

of Science at the University of Leeds and Honorary Senior Research Associate at UCL 

Department of Science and Technology Studies at University College London. He has 

written about Michael Faraday, the wave theory of light and the responses of the 

Quaker and Jewish religions to science.  

 



 
 

65. [Newton, Isaac] CHRISTIANSON, Gale Edward. (1942-2010). In the Presence of the 
Creator, Isaac Newton and His Times. New York: Free Press, 1984. ¶ 8vo. xv, 623 pp. Illus., 
index. Gilt-stamped spine dark-brown cloth, dust jacket. Fine. ISBN: 0029051908  

 $ 10 
Gale Christianson taught a variety of courses at Indiana State University, but his research was in the 
history of science, which was published, earning him academic respect. He retired in 2003.  
 
Remarkably, this biography of Christianson and that of Westfall, were written as scholar "neighbors" 
– G.C. was in Terre Haute, and Westfall in Bloomington at Indiana University. Both produced 
Newton biographies that were published at the same year. The Westfall book is more detailed, 
written for a more serious audience. The G.C. biography is "more approachable." They cover much 
of the same ground, cite some of the same anecdotes, but they are different books. "In contrast [to 
Westfall], Christianson has set himself the goal of interpreting a forbidding genius to a wide 
readership, while paying attention to the historical context…. written at a greater distance from its 
subject, with more depth of field." Journal for the History of Astronomy, vol.18, no. 3, AUG, p.224, 1987.  
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66. [Newton, Isaac] CHRISTIANSON, Gale E. Isaac Newton and the Scientific Revolution. New 

York: Oxford University Press, (1996). ¶ 8vo. 155 pp. Frontis., illus., index. Pictorial printed 

wrappers. Fine. ISBN: 0195120809  $ 4  

 
 

 
67. [Newton, Isaac] DOBBS, Betty Jo Teeter; 

Margaret C. JACOB. Newton and the Culture of 

Newtonianism. New Jersey: Humanities Press, (1995). ¶ 8vo. 

ix, 139 pp. Illus., index. Printed wrappers. Fine. ISBN: 

039103877X       $ 10 

 



 
 

68. [NEWTON, Isaac] John HERIVEL. The Background to Newton's Principia; A 

Study of Newton's Dynamical Researches in the Years 1664-84. Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1965. ¶ First edition. 8vo. xv, 337 pp. 5 plates, numerous figs., index. 

Cloth, dust-jacket; jacket a bit torn at spine. Ownership ink signature of David 

C. Lindberg. Very good. [DL1139] 

$ 85 
John Herivel's intellectual achievement served brilliantly during WWII at Bletchley 

Park, being active in codebreaking and solving the Enigma problem. See: Herivel, 

John, Herivelismus and the German Military Enigma, M & M Baldwin. (2008). 
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69. [NEWTON, Isaac] Frank Edward MANUEL (1910-2003). Isaac Newton, Historian. 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963. ¶ 8vo. viii, 328 pp. 12 illus. (pls.), index. Cloth, 
dust-jacket. Ownership ink signature of David C. Lindberg. Fine.  

$ 25  
First edition. Frank Edward Manuel was an American historian, Kenan Professor of History, 
emeritus, at New York University and Alfred and Viola Hart University Professor, emeritus, at 
Brandeis University. Frank Edward Manuel was among the most respected European intellectual 
historians of the twentieth century. "Manuel's wide-ranging scholarly interests inspired 
groundbreaking works on utopias, Christian Hebraism, historiography, and philosophers such as 
Isaac Newton, Karl Marx, and Henri Saint- Simon. A prolific author, he wrote, co-wrote, or edited 
20 books. His most popular work, Utopian Thought in the Western World (written with his wife), 
won the American Book Award. Other notable publications included The Politics of Modern Spain 
(1938), The Age of Reason (1951), The New World of Henri Saint-Simon (1956), The Eighteenth 
Century Confronts the Gods (1959), Shapes of Philosophical History (1965), A Portrait of Isaac 
Newton (1968), Freedom from History (1971), The Changing of the Gods (1983), The Broken Staff: 
Judaism Through Christian Eyes (1992), A Requiem for Karl Marx (1995), and Scenes from the 



End: The Last Days of World War II in Europe (2000). Even as he approached age 90, Manuel 
remained active. Shortly before his death he was near completion on the book, Varieties of 
Historical Experience, and in 2004, his wife published their coauthored work, James Bowdoin and 
the Patriot Philosophers. / Manuel was the recipient of numerous awards. He was a Guggenheim 
Fellow in 1957-58, a Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences Fellow in 1962-1963, 
and a Phi Beta Kappa visiting scholar in 1978. He was also a member of the Institute for Advanced 
Study at Princeton University, and a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Along 
with the American Book Award, Utopian Thought in the Western World won the Melcher Prize and 
the Phi Beta Kappa Ralph Waldo Emerson Award. Manuel received honorary degrees from the 
following institutions: Union Theological Seminary (1979); Brandeis University (1986); and the 
Hebrew-Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion (1998)." [Brandeis] 

 
 
70. [NEWTON] J.E. McGUIRE. Atoms and 
the 'Analogy of Nature': Newton's third rule of 
philosophizing. Within: Studies in History and 
Philosophy of Science. London: SHPS, May, 1970. ¶ 
Volume 1, no. 1. 8vo. 89 pp. Printed wrappers. 
Fine. Includes: Paul Feyerabend, "In Defence of 
Classical Physics." 

$ 7.50  
J.E. McGuire is Emeritus Faculty, Professor of 
History and Philosophy of Science, University of 
Pittsburgh, "Among McGuire's research interests 
are issues of time, temporality, and historicity in the 
development of early modern thought. He wrote 
Descartes’s Changing Mind with Peter Machamer 
(Princeton University Press, 2009) and is 
completing a book-length study of Aristotle's modal 
theories with James Bogen. McGuire is continuing a 
research project concerned with the commentary 
tradition on Aristotle's thought. He also has further 
studies of Newton in various stages of 
development. Recently, McGuire completed a 

lengthy study of the main transition points in the development of the philosophy of science during 
the 20th century, to be published in Portuguese. He was elected, for 2011, to the Sarton Chair and 
the medal award at Ghent University, Belgium." 
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71. [NEWTON] J.E. McGUIRE. Body and Void and Newton's 
De Mundi Systemate: Some New Sources. Communicated by J.R. Ravetz. 
Berlin & New York: Springer, 1966. ¶ Offprint. Series: Archive for 
History of Exact Sciences, vol. 3, no. 3, 1966. 8vo. pp. 206-248. 
Printed wrappers. INSCRIBED TO [David C. Lindberg] from the 
author.        $ 12  

 
 

 
72. [NEWTON, Isaac] Henry John STEFFENS. The 
Development of Newtonian Optics in England. New York: Science 
History Pubs., 1977. ¶ 8vo. viii, 190 pp. 11 figs., index. Blue cloth. 
Ownership ink signature of David C. Lindberg. Fine. ISBN: 
088202048X / 0-88202-048-X  

$ 20 
An early treatment of the history of Newtonian optics. Based on a 

thesis of 1965 (Cornell). Robert Schofield, the noted Priestley authority, reviewed this work and 
supported the author's achievement. Even though he points out a few "minor" errors, he offers, 
"Staffens' work is a thoughtful and thoroughly professional synthesis of recent analytical studies of 
an important science during an important period." [The American Historical Review, Volume 82, 
Issue 5, December 1977, Page 1244]. J.A. Lohne, of Norway, reviewed this book, noting that 
Steffens deals with 
Newton's Opticks, 
and the Principia, but 
not on Newton's 
Optical Lectures. The 
author offers 
aspects from other 
English scientists 
who employed the 
microscope ("men 
of achromatic 
lenses"), including 
Benjamin Martin, 
Thomas Melvil, 
Priestley, and 
Michell, but does 
not mention 
'sGravesande. He 
does reference 
Euler (on optics).  

 



 
 

73. NEWTON, Isaac (1643-1727). Opticks: or, a Treatise of the Reflections, Refractions, 
Infections and Colours of Light. The Fourth Edition, corrected. London: Printed for 
William Innys, 1730. ¶ Sm. 8vo. [viii], 382, ads. [2] pp. 12 engraved folding 
plates [Book I: pt. 1, 5 pls.; Book II: pt. 2, 4 pls.; Second Book: Pt. I: 2 pls.; 
Book III: 1 pl.]; minor ms. annotation on p.1 [GT-xxx -- ownership initials?]. 
Original full gilt-ruled calf, modern red gilt-stamped leather label; joints cracked 
(incl. middle of spine), kozo repairs to hinges, corners showing, short worm 
trail effecting rear board and extending (diminishing) to p.295, mild foxing. 
Notation on ffep "OT". Very good. SS13201 

$ 5,000 
NEWTON'S FINAL EDITION OF THE OPTICKS: Fourth edition, corrected. 
"This is the final edition, revised by Newton." "This new edition is carefully printed 
from the Third Edition, as it was corrected by the Author's own Hand, and left before 
his Death with the Bookseller." -- Advertisement. 
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"Newton's contributions to the science of optics -- his discovery of the unequal 
refractions of rays of different color, his theory of color, and his investigations of 
'Newton's rings,' to mention only a few of the most noteworthy -- place him among 
the premier contributors to that science. . . . Today we recognize that his work on 
optics offers unique rewards in its exciting, innovative conjunction of physical theory, 
experimental investigation, and mathematics, and 
in the revealing glimpse that it provides of a 
crucial period in the evolution of experimental 
science." -- Alan E. Shapiro, The Optical Papers 
of Isaac Newton: Volume 1, (1984), p. xi. 

 
This edition contains the full set of 11 
Observations, and 31 queries or questions. As 
written by the respected Newton scholar, Richard 
S. Westfall, "From the perspective of natural 
philosophy, the 'Quaestiones' were the first of the 
series of speculations that form the warp on which 
he wove the fabric of his scientific career. 
Throughout his life, his speculations turned on a 
limited set of crucial phenomena which seem to 
have functioned in his eyes as keys to the 
understanding of nature. Nearly all of them appear 
in the 'Quaestiones.'" -- Westfall, p. 96. 

 
"Whereas the Principia is a mathematical work involving intricate geometrical relationships and only 
a handful of major experiments, the Opticks overflows with detailed accounts of reflection and 
refraction, the separation of white light into the colors of the spectrum, the manner of the eye's 
operation, the formation of images by lenses, the colors of the rainbow, the construction of the 
reflecting telescope, and much more. Unable to contain himself, the author introduces many 
subjects that have little or nothing to do with the behaviour and analysis of light: metabolism and 
digestion, the circulation of the blood, the creation of the world and the Great Flood of Noah, the 
scientific method, even the images that haunt the dreams of madmen. Moreover, Newton wrote the 
Opticks in English, making its contents accessible to a far wider audience than the Principia, whose 
classical Latin had stymied many potential readers. His friend John Locke, who had only months to 
live, was baffled by the earlier work, but read the Opticks 'with pleasure, acquainting myself with 
everything in them.'" -- Gale E. Christianson, Isaac Newton, Oxford University Press, 1996. 

 
  Babson, 136 (v. I, pp. 68-9); Gray, Newton, p. 37. See: Richard S. Westfall, Never 
at Rest, p. 96. 

 



 
 

Inscribed Copy 
 

74. NEWTON, Isaac. The Optical Papers of Isaac Newton, Volume I: The Optical 
Lectures 1670-1672. Edited by Alan E. Shapiro. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, (1984). ¶ Royal 8vo. xix, 627 pp. 3 full-page black-and-white 
plates, bibliography, index. Navy blue cloth, gilt-stamped spine label, dust-
jacket. SIGNED AND INSCRIBED by the editor, Shapiro, to David 
Lindberg. Fine. [S10563]  

$ 495 
Alan E. Shapiro's research is on Newton and his optical research, and he is the editor 
of The Optical Papers of Isaac Newton. Most of the book presents the Lectiones Opticae and 
the Optica with the original Latin on the left and the translation, duly annotated and 
cross referenced, on the right. 
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75. NEWTON, Sir Isaac. Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica. Perpetuis 
commentariis illustrata, communi studio PP. Thomae Le Seur & Francisci Jacquier, ex 
Gallicana Minimorum Familia, matheseos professorum. Editio altera longe accuratior & 
emendatior. Geneva: Sumptibus Cl. & Ant. Philibert, 1760. ¶ 3 volumes. 4to. 
xxxii, 548; [viii], 422; [8], xxviii, 703, [1] pp. Half-titles, woodcut title vignettes, 
title printed in red & black, woodcut head & tail pieces, numerous 
mathematical figs., index. Contemporary mottled calf, raised bands, gilt-
stamped spines, maroon & green spine labels; occasional browning. Ownership 
signature "Nolland avocat"[auvcat?]. An excellent set. Very good +. SW1581 

$ 3000 
Second Jesuit edition (amended and corrected), based on the text of the third London 
edition of the Principia. This version is valued for its excellent annotations and copious 
commentary, which is nearly the same length as the Principia itself. It contains 
Newton's Dedication to the Royal Society; Prefaces to the first, second and third 
editions and Roger Cotes's Preface. In addition, the Jesuits' edition of the Principia is 
prized for the inclusion of the important treatises on the theory of the tides: Daniel 
Bernoulli's Traite sur le Flux et Reflux de la Mer, Colin MacLaurin's De Causa Physica 
Fluxus et Refluxus Maris, and Leonardo Euler's Inquisitio Physica in causam Fluxus ac 
Refluxus Maris. These three works gained the prize given by the Royal Academy of 
Sciences in 1724 for resolving tidal problems relating to the theory of gravity. They 
represent the most significant discovery concerning tidal mechanics between the 



publication of the Principia and the discoveries of Laplace.   Babson, 31; Gray, 14; 
Wallis, 14.  
 

 
 

Isaac Milner's copy 
 
76. NEWTON, Isaac; PEMBERTON, Henry (1694-1771). A view of Sir Isaac 

Newton's philosophy. London: Printed by S. Palmer, 1728. ¶ 297 x 237 mm. 4to. 

[l], 407, [1 blank] pp. Engraved title-page vignette, 6 engraved chapter-head 

vignettes and initial letters, list of subscribers, 5 engraved tailpieces, 12 

engraved folding plates; ink marginalia, pages [xxxii], 305, 306. Original full 

mottled calf, gold-ruled covers, raised bands, gilt-decorated spine, marbled end-

leaves; spine ends chipped, upper joint broken, outer hinge starting at foot of 

spine, leather spine label lacking, corners showing. Ownership signatures of I. 

Millner, 1791. Binding ascribed by an earlier owner to John Brindley. Modern 

chocolate morocco backed beige-gray cloth, gilt titling. Original binding: good. 

S13246 

$ 875 
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FIRST EDITION. Pemberton's A view of Sir Isaac Newton's philosophy is a 

popularization of Newtonianism for those without mathematics. It appeared in 1728; 

the preface contains Pemberton's recollections of Newton, especially in old age, and 

assures the reader that the master had read and approved the work. This work 

remains one of the most valuable contemporary printed sources on Newton, the 

account of a close friend. The work also includes a poem on Sir Isaac Newton by 

Richard Glover (1712-1785, poet and Member of Parliament, written in Glover's 16th 

year), Pemberton's introduction on Newton's method of reasoning in philosophy, and 

a long list of subscribers. Dedicated to Sir Robert Walpole with Walpole's engraved 

arms. This book is important typographically as the first book printed in any of the 

Caslon's roman types (see James Mosley in JPHS, III, (1967), p. 74). With its fine 

headpieces and initials by J. Pine, its well-balanced pages, and fine paper, it is one of 

the best English books of the period and was clearly intended as a showpiece for the 

new type. A pencil notation in the preliminaries ascribes this binding to John Brindley 

(fl. 1720-1750), an important London publisher and book-binder. Brindley began as a 

book-binder and established his book-selling business in 1728 in New Bond Street. 

Brindley held the appointment of bookbinder to Queen Caroline and to Frederick, 

Prince of Wales; a number of presentation bindings to them on books published by 

Brindley are in King George III's library at the British Library. Brindley's most 

characteristic tools, a pair of crowned dolphins within circular wreaths is illustrated in 

Foot, The Henry Davis gift, II, 166 and described in Maggs, Catalogue 1075, I, 150. 

The spine decorations in this Pemberton volume compare favorably with the example 

in The Henry Davis gift catalogue. John Brindley "was not, however, the only London 

binder of his day to use tools of this type." Nixon, Five centuries of English bookbinding, 

64, p. 148. 



"Dr. Pemberton studied under Boerhaave, prepared the Fifth London 
Pharmacoepoeia and was invited by Newton to edit the third (1726) edition of the 
Principia. This study of Newton's philosophy is interesting as being the account of a 
close friend. The preface contains the author's recollections of Newton, especially in 
his old age. There is also a poem on Sir Isaac by Richard Glover (poet and M.P., 
1712-1785) written in his 16th year; the author's introduction on Newton's method of 
reasoning in philosophy; and a long list of subscribers." [Babson]. 

 
Typographically this volume is important as the first book printed in any of William 
Caslon's roman types. Also notable are the elegant pictorial head- and tail-pieces 
engraved by J. Pine after J. Grison. "Pemberton's work on the mechanism of 
accommodation was nearly his last independent work, for he was determined to join 
the circle of Newton's epigones. He attempted, unsuccessfully, to approach the master 
through John Keill. But Richard Mead, Newton's friend and physician, showed 
Newton a paper in which Pemberton refuted Leibnitz' measurement of the force of 
moving bodies Ã¢â‚¬" an obsequious essay larded with references to 'the great Sir 
Isaac Newton.' Although the measure of the force of moving bodes was not an issue 
germane to Newtonian mechanics, Newton was apparently pleased with the attack on 
Leibnitz. He made Pemberton's acquaintance, and Pemberton sought to cement the 
relation by contributing another obsequious essay on muscular motion, which 
converted itself into a panegyric on Newtonian method, to Mead's edition of 
Cowper's Myotomia reformata, completed in 1723 and published in 1724" - DSB.  

 
PROVENANCE: Isaac Milner (1750–1820), mathematician, natural philosopher, an 
inventor, the President of Queens' College, Cambridge and Lucasian Professor of 
Mathematics. See: J.W. Parker, The Life of Isaac Milner, F.R.S., Dean of Carlisle, President of 
Queen's College, and Professor of Mathematics in the University of Cambridge 1842. Parker 
records of Milner's admiration for his teachers, Newton, Prof. Joseph Black 
(Chemistry). In September of 1798 Milner was elected to the mathematical chair at 
Cambridge, the same chair once occupied by Sir Isaac Newton.  

 
Babson 98; Barchas Collection 1637; DSB, X, pp. 500-501; Gray 132; Honeyman Sale 
2442; Zeitlinger 3295. 
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77. NICHOL, John Pringle (1804-
1859). The Planetary System: Its Order 
and Physical Structure. Edinburgh: 
James Nichol, 1850. ¶ 8vo. xiv, [2], 
344 pp. Half title, frontis., 4 plates, 
figs. Original burgundy blind- and 
gilt-stamped cloth; spine faded, 
upper joint worn. Bookplate of 
A.M. McClure, Inverness. Very 
good. SW1582 

$ 60  
Nichol was a Scottish educator and 
economist, but is best remembered for his 
efforts to popularize astronomy. Divided 
into two parts—The Order and 
Mechanism of the Planetary System, and 
Physical Structure of the Orbs composing 
the Solar System.  



 
 

"Letters to a Lady" 
 
78. NICHOL, John Pringle (1804-1859). Views of the Architecture of the Heavens in a 

Series of Letters to a Lady. Edinburgh: William Tait, 1838. ¶ 8vo. xii, [2], 222 pp. 
23 plates, figs. Original mauve blind- and gilt-stamped cloth; boards stained, 
light foxing throughout. Bookplate. Very good. SW1583 

$ 50  
Second edition. Nichol was a Scottish educator and astronomer. He beat out Thomas 
Carlyle for the position of Regius Professor of Astronomy at the University of 
Glasgow, where he made a strong impression on a young Lord Kelvin. While he was, 
professionally, a serious academic, much of Nichol's writing was devoted to the 
popularization of astronomy. As a writer he was talented enough to earn the praise of 
George Eliot, who, in 1841 letter to her friend Maria Lewis, wrote "I have been 
revelling in Nichol's 'Architecture of the Heavens' and 'Phenomena of the Solar 
System,' and have been in imagination winging my flight from system to system, and 
from universe to universe, trying to conceive myself in such a position and with such 
a visual faculty as to enable me to enjoy what Young enumerates among the novelties 
of the stranger man when he bursts the shell to -'Behold an infinite of floating worlds, 
Divide the crystal waves of ether pure, In endless voyage without port.'  
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79. NICHOLSON, Henry Alleyne (1844-1899). A Manual of Palaeontology. For the 

use of students. With a general introduction on the Principles of Palaeontology. Second 

edition, revised and greatly enlarged. [2 volumes]. London: William Blackwood, 1879. 

¶ 2 volumes. 8vo. [2], xvi, [2], 511, [1]; ix, [3], 531, [1] pp. 722 figs., index, 

erratum. Original purplish-blue blind- and gilt-stamped cloth; spine head on 

first volume mended with kozo. Rubberstamps of the Royal Microscopical 

Society. Good. SW1584 

$ 100 
Nicholson was a British paleontologist and zoologist. He was a fellow of both the 

Royal Society of Edinburgh and the Royal Society of London and received the Lyell 

medal from the Geological Society of London in 1888.  

 
 
 



 
 

80. NOLLET, Abbe Jean-Antoine (1700-1770). L'Art des Experiences, ou Avis aux 

Amateurs de la Physique, Sur le Choix, la Construction et l'Usage des Instruments; Sur la 

preparation et l'Emploi des Drogues que Servent aux Experiences.] See: David M. Stewart 

Museum, Lewis Pyenson, Jean-Francois Gauvin, L'art d'enseigner la physique: les appareils 

de demonstration de Jean-Antoine Nollet 1700-1770. Sillery, Quebec, 2002. [Issued in 

English as]: The Art of Teaching Physics: The Eighteenth-century Demonstration 

Apparatus . . . [3 volumes]. Paris: Chez P. E. G. Durand, 1770. ¶ 3 volumes. 

12mo [in a repeating sequence of 4to + 8vo]. xxiv, 509, [1]; [iv], 552; [ii], 524, 

[4], 10 pp. 56 engraved folding plates. Mismatched bindings: original calf [vols. 

I & II bound in mottled calf, raised bands, all edges red; vol. III: bound in 

speckled calf, flat-back, all edges marbled], gilt spines, raised bands; extremities 

worn. Vol. III title corner restored. Very good. SW1585 

$ 450 
First edition. Nollet was extremely effective at popularizing science, making difficult 

mathematical principles understandable to the public. Even his instruments were 

meant to be accessible, as they were common-place in his public lectures and he 

widened the appeal and distribution of these instruments. 
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One of Abbe Nollet's successful publications was a three-volume work entitled L'Art 

des Experiences, ou Avis aux Amateurs de la Physique . . . 1770. This is a practical 

guide on choosing, making, and acquiring apparatus, for the layman. The collections 

of instruments of experimental philosophy that have survived from the eighteen 

century represent only a tithe of the huge quantity of such apparatus sold to private 

people and institutions, and constantly exchanged between individuals and at auction 

sales. This was the immediate effects of the immensely popular lecture-demonstration. 

Its long-term legacy was to lay the foundations of the industrial revolution of the 

nineteenth century, and of our own science-dominated age." - David M. Stewart 

Museum, Lewis Pyenson, Jean-Francois Gauvin. 

 
The first professor of experimental physics at 

the University of Paris, Nollet was one of the 

first French scientists to make significant 

advances in the study of electricity. "Nollet's rise 

from the semiliterate peasantry to the top of the 

aristocratic Paris Academy of Sciences was a 

chef d'oeuvre of the Age of Reason. . . . Nollet 

strove ceaselessly to perfect his technique; and 

his last work, L'art des experiences (1770), offers 

the 'amateur of physics' the distillation of forty 

years of attention to the 'choice, construction, 

and use of instruments.' The establishment as 

well as the literate and leisured public rewarded 

the abbe." – DSB X p. 145.  

 



 
 

81. NOLLET, Jean-Antoine (1700-1770). Leçons de Physique Expérimentale. Paris: 
Chez Hippolyte-Louis Guerin, & Louis-Francois Delatour, 1764. ¶ 6 volumes. 
12mo. Frontis., numerous engraved folding plates; vol. VI: pl. 5 torn, with 
section missing (facing. p. 74). Original gilt-stamped mottled calf, leather spine 
labels, raised bands. Ownership signature of "Plunkett" on each title. Near fine. 
SW1586 

$ 750 
Sixth edition (though some volumes state otherwise). "Nollet's cours de physique was 
perhaps the most popular exhibition of its kind ever given. With carefully orchestrated 
demonstrations performed on some 350 different instruments, the abbe entertained 
his enthusiastic auditors as, in the spirit of the Enlightenment, he undertook to dispel 
their 'vulgar errors, extravagant fears and faith in the marvelous.' These were not mere 
shows, as one sees from their expanded syllabus, the famous Leçons de physique, which 
appeared in six volumes between 1743 and 1748 and was often reprinted. The 
presentations are lively, comprehensive, and up-to-date, with full directions for 
realizing the effects under study and excellent illustrations of apparatus." – John L. 
Heilbron, DSB X, p. 145. 
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The abbe Nollet rose from the French peasantry to become the foremost physicists of 
his age. The first professor of experimental physics at the University of Paris, Nollet 
was one of the first French scientists to make significant advances in the study of 
electricity. Nollet was extremely effective at popularizing science, making difficult 
mathematical principles understandable to the public. Even his instruments were 
meant to be accessible, as they were common-place in his public lectures and he 
widened the appeal and distribution of these instruments.  
 
  DSB X.  

 



 
 

82. NORTHROP, Henry Davenport (1836-1909). Earth, Sea and Sky or Marvels of 

the Universe being a Full and Graphic Description of all that is Wonderful in every 

Continent of the Globe, in the World of Waters and the Starry Heavens. Containing 

Thrilling Adventures on Land and Sea Renowned Discoveries of the World's Greatest 

Explorers in All Ages, and Remarkable Phenomena in Every Realm of Nature. 

Embracing The Striking Physical Features of the Earth. The Peculiar Characteristics of the 

Human Race, of Animals, Birds, Insects, etc., Including a Vivid Description of the 

Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans and of the Polar Seas, the Monsters of the Deep, 

Beautiful Seashells and Plants, Singular Fishes and Dwellers in the World of Waters, 

Remarkable Ocean Currents, etc. Together with the Amazing Phenomena of the Solar and 

Starry Systems. The Whole Comprising a Vast Treasury of all that is Marvelous and 

Wonderful in the Earth, Sea, Air, and Skies. Philadelphia: National Publishing, 

1887. ¶ Thick 8vo. xxvi, 864 pp. Embellished with over 300 engravings. 

Original blue blind-stamped and color-decorated cloth; front inner joint glued, 

spine faded & extremities worn. Bookplate of H. W. Rosenthal; rubber-stamp 

of W. C. Dawes, Truckman. Very good. SW1587 

$ 95 
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First edition. One of the popular 

texts for young people that are 

packed with remarkable 

illustrations and descriptions of 

the natural wonders of the world. 

Chapters include: Marvels of the 

Antediluvian World, Pre-Historic 

Monsters of Land and Sea, The 

Terrible Phenomena of 

Earthquakes, Mountains of Fire, 

Adventures Among Strange 

People, Curiosities of the Animal 

Kingdom, Wild Animals of the 

Forest and Jungle, Remarkable 

Types of Animal Life, Wild 

Sports in the Tropics, Sights in 

the World's Menagerie, Curious 

Specimens of the Feathered 

Tribe, Monstrous Reptiles of the 

Tropical World, Marvelous Creeping Animals, The Workmen of the Sea, Rare 

Specimens of Ocean Life, The Workmen of the Sea, Wanderers in the World of 

Waters, A World Burned Out and Dead, Strange Wanderers Through Space, 

Monsters and Superstitions, etc.  
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